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ABSTRACT
Background and Objectives: To investigate the correlation between reach and grasp kinematic
measures and clinical measures of gross and fine manual dexterity in patients with idiopathic
Parkinson Disease (PD).
Methods: Sixty patients (44 men, 16 women) with idiopathic PD (Mean±SD of age: 59.85±11.89
years) were recruited in this non-experimental cross-sectional study using a non-probability sampling
method. Their gross and fine manual dexterity were assessed using the Box and Block Test (BBT)
and Nine Hole Peg Test (NHPT), respectively. Also, reach and grasp kinematic measures (including
normalized movement time, peak velocity, Maximum Grip Aperture [MGA], and percentage of
movement time in which MGA occurred [PMGA]) were measured in the more affected hand.
Results: The results showed a significant and moderate correlation between reach kinematic
measures (i.e. normalized movement time and peak velocity) and both gross and fine manual
dexterity assessed by BBT (P=0.000) and NHPT (P=0.000), respectively. However, there was not a
significant correlation between grasp kinematic measures (i.e. MGA and PMGA) and gross manual
dexterity measured by BBT (P>0.05) as well as fine manual dexterity assessed by NHPT (P>0.05).
Conclusion: This study showed no to moderate correlation between reach and grasp kinematic
measures and clinical measures of gross and fine manual dexterity in patients with PD, supporting
the significance of multi-level evaluation using both clinical and kinematic measures in the
evaluation of upper limb function in patients with PD.
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What is “already known” in this topic:
Correlation between kinematic parameters and clinical measures of upper limb motor control has been
investigated in some health conditions. But it needs
to be defined in Parkinson's disease.
What this article adds:
This study shows no to moderate correlation between reach and grasp kinematic parameters and
clinical measures.
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1. Introduction
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arkinson Disease (PD) is the second most
common age-related neurodegenerative
disorder with a prevalence of about 1%-2%
in people older than 65 years [1]. Bradykinesia, rigidity, and tremor are cardinal characteristics of PD, affecting the motor skills of the patient,
especially those needing coordination such as manual dexterity [2]. Patients with PD suffer from different sensory deficits in addition to motor impairments (e.g. impairments of
proprioception, perception of object weight) [3], vibration,
discriminative sense [4], etc.), which may also be involved
in manual dexterity impairments.
Manual dexterity is defined as goal-directed activities,
involving reaching, grasping, and coordinated and controlled movements with hands and fingers that is an important part of many Activities of Daily Living (ADLs)
[5]. Patients with PD commonly experience impairments
of manual dexterity, leading to decreased independence
in performing ADLs. Thus, precise and efficient assessment of manual dexterity in patients with PD can not
only enable a comprehensive evaluation of improvement
following rehabilitation/medication intervention, but also
help clinicians to individually adapt medication doses
and select appropriate rehabilitation interventions [6].
Different functional, clinical, and laboratory assessment
methods have been proposed to evaluate manual dexterity. Traditionally, the manual dexterity of patients with PD
has been assessed by functional/clinical measures such as
Box and Block Test (BBT), Nine Hole Peg Test (NHPT),
and so on that are inexpensive and simple assessment
tools designed for evaluating fine motor functions. Although these tests include hand-object interactions and
give the examiner a global outcome measurement of upper limb function, they have some limitations including
subjectivity and poor sensitivity to mild impairments [7].
Besides, detailed important information about the associated kinematic variables (e.g. acceleration and velocity)
and different movement phases cannot be provided by
clinical measures.
Conversely, laboratory tools such as motion analysis
system can be used for quantitative kinematic analysis,
which provides useful and important information about
both spatial and temporal aspects of upper limb movements [8]. Hence, therapists/researchers would benefit
from the objective evaluation of upper limb function
based on kinematic parameters using a motion analysis
system. Although it seems that laboratory measures such
as kinematic parameters determined by motion analysis
system are more representative of motor control strate-
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gies, only a few studies have evaluated the relationship
between upper limb kinematic parameters and clinical
data. Also these studies were limited to the subjects with
stroke [9-11]. Only recently, Garza Rodriguez et al. reported a significant correlation between kinematic measures of supination and pronation and clinical assessment
of supination/pronation using item 3.6 of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) [12].
However, understanding the correlations between kinematic parameters and clinical measures would allow
the recognition of kinematic parameters that best indicate sensorimotor impairment, resulting in better clinical
interpretation of kinematic parameters. Moreover, investigating the correlations between kinematic parameters
and clinical measures in patients with PD is important to
assess the suitability and efficacy of a clinical measure
to evaluate upper limb motor control in these patients.
Also, in addition to providing abundant areas for future
experimental research, the correlational studies enable
predicting the scores of one measure based on another
measure [13]. Thus, this study aimed to determine the
extent to which the reach and grasp kinematic measures
obtained using a motion analysis system are associated
with gross and fine manual dexterity as assessed by clinical tests in patients with PD.

2. Materials and Methods
Study participants
Sixty patients with idiopathic PD (44 men, 16 women)
with the Mean±SD age of 63.90±9.38 years participated in this non-experimental cross-sectional study. They
were recruited by simple non-probability method from
movement disorders clinics in Tehran based on the following inclusion criteria: having PD based on the neurologist diagnosis with an acceptable level of cognitive
function (i.e. the score >23 on the Mini-Mental Status
Examination [MMSE]) [14], and lacking other neurological diseases such as multiple sclerosis and stroke,
orthopedic problems such as tendon injuries or fracture
in the upper extremity. Subjects were excluded in the
case of lack of cooperation in the execution of the tests
or the inability to do the tests. The severity of motor
symptoms was evaluated by the motor subsection of
the UPDRS (i.e. UPDRS-III). The more affected side
was determined based on the score on the 20-26 items
of UPDRS-III. Before participation in the study, a written consent form was signed by all patients which was
approved by the Ethics Committee of Iran University
of Medical Sciences.
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Gross and fine manual dexterity were assessed by BBT
and NHPT, respectively. BBT is a well-accepted measure of gross manual dexterity, in which the subject is instructed to move wooden blocks from one compartment
to the other compartment of the box by one hand during
one minute. The test is conducted for both hands and
the score of each hand is equal to the number of blocks
moved in one minute by that hand [16]. This test has
good validity and high reliability [17]. The BBT score of
the more affected hand was used in this study.

The general and clinical characteristics of the participants including sex, age, dominant hand, more affected
hand, and time since diagnosis of PD were recorded
using a demographic questionnaire. The following assessments were conducted in random order by a trained
examiner in a single day and during the on-medication
phase (i.e. 1-2 hours after taking dopaminergic medication) [15]. Sufficient rest periods were given to the patients between evaluations to prevent fatigue.

NHPT is a test for evaluating fine manual dexterity and
contains nine pegs that must be inserted and removed by
one hand as quickly as possible into nine holes on the
test board. NHPT is executed two times by each hand
and the mean score of the two trials is recorded as the
NHPT score for the respected hand [18]. A high test-retest reliability has been reported for the NHPT in patients
with PD [19]. The NHPT score of the more affected hand
was used in the current study.
The kinematic assessment was done using a 6-camera
motion analysis system (VICON 2.5, VICON, UK) at
120 Hz and included a task of reaching, grasping, and
lifting a jar. This task was specifically chosen due to its
fundamental role in performing different ADLs [20].
During the kinematic evaluation, the subject sat on a
chair in front of a table, where the target (i.e. the jar)
was placed along the body midline of the subject. The
reaching distance to the target was equal to the maximum reachable distance for each participant and the task
was performed by the more affected hand. One practice
trial and two main trials were done. Reflective markers
were attached to the styloid process of the ulna and the
nail of thumb and index fingers, as well as the jar. The
obtained kinematic data were analyzed using a custom
code written in MATLAB R2013 and then reach (i.e.
normalized movement time and peak velocity) and grasp
(i.e. Maximum Grip Aperture [MGA] and the percentage of movement time in which MGA occurs [PMGA])
kinematic parameters were calculated. To adjust varia-

tions in the reaching distance, the movement time which
is considered as a measure of movement efficiency was
normalized to the reaching distance for each participant
[21]. The peak velocity indicates the force at the movement initiation and skillful/pre-programmed movement
initiation is usually associated with greater peak velocity.
MGA is an index of spatial control of grasp and is defined as the maximum distance between the thumb and
index finger tips. PMGA, an index of the temporal control of grasp, indicates the correction of the hand opening
signal while the hand approaches the target [8, 22].
Statistical analysis
The normal distribution of the data was investigated by
the Shapiro-Wilks test (P>0.05). The Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients were used to investigate the
correlation between different kinematic measures and
gross and fine manual dexterity. The strength of the correlation was determined as following: coefficient values
of 0.90-1.00, 0.70-0.89, 0.50-0.69, 0.26-0.49, and 0.000.25 indicate very high, high, moderate, low, and little (if
any) correlation, respectively [13].

3. Results
Participants’ characteristics
Table 1 presents the demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants. The Mean±SD of age, time
since PD diagnosis, and UPDRS-III score of the participants were 63.90 (9.38) years, 7.13 (5.01) years, and
18.80 (10.45), respectively. All participants were righthanded. The number of patients with right or left more
affected hand was equal. The Mean±SD of reach and
grasp kinematic measures, including normalized movement time (s), peak velocity (cm/s), MGA (cm), and
PMGA (%) were 0.05 (0.3), 82.63 (31.43), 12.76 (2.00),
82.82 (10.43), respectively. The Mean±SD of BBT and
NHPT scores was 51.14 (11.52) and 28.98 (12.27), respectively.
The Correlation between reach and grasp kinematic
measures and gross manual dexterity in patients with PD
The results of this study revealed a significant and moderate correlation between reach kinematic measures (i.e.
normalized movement time and peak velocity) and gross
manual dexterity assessed by BBT (P=0.000). However,
there was not a significant correlation between grasp
kinematic measures (i.e. MGA and PMGA) and gross
manual dexterity measured by BBT (P>0.05) (Table 2).
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The Correlation between reach and grasp kinematic
measures and fine manual dexterity in patients with
PD
There was a significant and moderate correlation between
reach kinematic measures (i.e. normalized movement time
and peak velocity) and fine manual dexterity evaluated by
NHPT (P=0.000). However, grasp kinematic measures (i.e.
MGA and PMGA) were not significantly correlated with fine
manual dexterity measured by NHPT (P>0.05) (Table 3).
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4. Discussion
Three cardinal characteristics of PD, including bradykinesia, rigidity, and tremor results in impairments of manu-

al dexterity that are commonly exhibited as timing, speed,
and force modulation, disturbing quality of hand functions,
and ADLs progressively throughout the disease. These impairments may result in using compensatory strategies or
avoiding specific tasks entirely due to fear of injury or embarrassment [23]. Thus, evaluation of manual dexterity is
of particular importance in patients with PD. Traditionally,
clinical measures such as BBT and NHPT are used to assess gross and fine manual dexterity, respectively. Kinematic
evaluations may identify changes in manual dexterity that are
not provided by only considering the time of completing the
NHPT or the number of blocks transferred in BBT. Besides,
they give objective parameters that may be more sensitive
and not susceptible to ceiling effects [24]. The significant correlation between upper limb kinematic measures and clini-

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the participants (n=60)

Variables

No. (%)/ Mean±SD

Gender (male/female)

44.16 (73.3/26.7 )

Dominant hand (right/left)

60.0 (100/0)

More affected hand (right/left)

30.30 (50/50)

Age (y)

63.90±9.38

Time since PD diagnosis (y)

7.13±5.01

UPDRS-III (score)

18.80±10.45

UPDRS-III: The motor subsection of Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale
Table 2. The correlation between reach and grasp kinematic measures and gross manual dexterity in patients with PD

Box and Block Test (Number of Blocks/1 min)

Variables

Correlation Coefficient

P

-0.68

0.000

Normalized movement time (s)

Reach kinematic measures

Grasp kinematic measures

Peak velocity (cm/s)

0.51

0.000

Maximum grip aperture (cm)

0.10

0.46

Percentage of movement time in which
MGA occurred (%)

-0.10

0.46

Table 3. The correlation between reach and grasp kinematic measures and fine manual dexterity in patients with PD

Variables
Reach kinematic
measures
Grasp kinematic
measures

30

Nine Hole Peg Test (Second)
Correlation Coefficient

P

Normalized movement time (s)

0.65

0.000

Peak velocity (cm/s)

-0.50

0.000

Maximum grip aperture (cm)

-0.23

0.08

Percentage of movement time in which
MGA occurred (%)

0.20

0.13
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cal measures of manual dexterity (i.e. BBT and NHPT) has
been previously reported in other neurological disorders than
PD [9, 11, 24]. This is the first study, to the best of authors’
knowledge, which investigated the correlation between reach
and grasp kinematic measures and manual dexterity in patients with PD.
The results of this study showed that reach the kinematic
measure of normalized movement time was moderately
and negatively correlated with the BBT score while it was
moderately and positively correlated with the NHPT score.
Moreover, the results of the current study revealed that the
reach kinematic measure of peak velocity was moderately
and positively correlated with the BBT score, whereas it was
moderately and negatively correlated with the NHPT score.
These findings indicate that the shorter reaching time and the
higher reaching peak velocity is associated with greater gross
and fine manual dexterity measured by BBT and NHPT,
respectively. One possible explanation for these findings
may be the time dependency of both BBT and NHPT which
mainly indicates the velocity of motor function. Therefore,
the high correlation may be found using tests that measure
other aspects of motor function. In line with the results of the
current study, Adams et al. also found a significant correlation between upper limb kinematic measures (i.e. normalized
speed) and BBT score in stroke survivors [9]. Gomes et al.
(2020) also reported a significant correlation between movement time in a reach and grasp task and gross manual dexterity assessed by the BBT in stroke survivors [11]. A significant
correlation between kinematic measure (i.e. total movement
time) and NHPT score has also been found by Johansson and
Häger in stroke survivors [24].
Conversely, there was not a significant correlation between grasp kinematic measures (i.e. MGA and PMAG)
and clinical measures of gross and fine manual dexterity.
As mentioned previously, kinematic evaluations are assumed to give objective and sensitive parameters without
ceiling effect [24, 25], while clinical measures usually have
ordinal nature and ceiling effects [25]. Thus, it is expected
that kinematic parameters yield complementary information to clinical measures that may result in less than a high
correlation between reach and grasp kinematic parameters
and clinical measures [25]. Nevertheless, sensory and motor deficits occurred in PD may affect other aspects of upper limb motor function than speed [26]. Thus, clinical
measures that evaluate different aspects of upper limb motor function, including grasp quality may show a significant correlation with grasp kinematic measures.
Finally, some limitations of this study should be considered. First, the inclusion criteria only allowed participation of patients without cognitive impairment. Thus, the

findings of the current study may not be generalizable to
patients with more advanced PD who have cognitive impairments. Second, due to the ethical issues, participants
were only evaluated in the on-medication phase. However, investigating the correlation between reach and grasp
kinematic measures and clinical measures of manual dexterity may provide a more comprehensive understanding
of the correlation between kinematic measures and manual dexterity in these patients that are suggested to be addressed in future studies.

5. Conclusion
The current study results indicated that reach kinematic
measures of normalized movement time and peak velocity,
but not grasp kinematic measures, are significantly and moderately correlated with both gross and fine manual dexterity in
patients with PD. Therefore, reach and grasp kinematic measures and clinical measures may evaluate somewhat different aspects of manual dexterity. Hence, it can be suggested
that using both laboratory and clinical measures, whenever
possible, would enhance the comprehensiveness of manual
dexterity assessment in patients with PD.
The results of this study support the need for the multilevel assessment using both clinical measures and kinematic parameters in the evaluation of upper limb function
in patients with PD.
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ارتباط بین معیارهای کینماتیک دراز کردن دست و گرفتن و معیارهای بالینی مهارت دستی درشت
و ظریف در بیماران مبتال به بیماری پارکینسون
زهرا نودهی ، 1سعید بهزادی پور

3،2
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 .1گروه کاردرمانی ،دانشکده علوم توانبخشی ،دانشگاه علوم پزشکی ایران ،تهران ،ایران.
 .2گروه مهندسی مکانیک ،دانشگاه صنعتی شریف ،تهران ،ایران.
 .3مرکز تحقیقات جواد موفقیان در فناوریهای توانبخشی ،دانشگاه صنعتی شریف ،تهران ،ایران.
 .4گروه کاردرمانی ،مرکز تحقیقات توانبخشی ،دانشکده علوم توانبخشی ،دانشگاه علوم پزشکی ایران ،تهران ،ایران.
 .5بخش مغز و اعصاب ،بیمارستان شریعتی ،دانشگاه علوم پزشکی تهران ،تهران ،ایران.

تاریخ دریافت 21 :بهمن 1398
تاریخ پذیرش 26 :اردیبهشت1399
تاریخ انتشار :؟؟

مقدمه آگاهی از ارتباط بین پارامترهای کینماتیک و ابزارهای کلینیکی در بیماران پارکینسون برای ارزیابی کنترل حرکتی اندام فوقانی
مهم است .لذا هدف این مطالعه بررسی ارتباط معیارهای کینماتیک دراز کردن دست و گرفتن با معیارهای بالینی مهارت دستی درشت
و ظریف در بیماران مبتال به پارکینسون ایدیوپاتیک است.

مواد و روشها  60بیمار ( 44مرد 16 ،زن) مبتال به بیماری پارکینسون ایدیوپاتیک (میانگین±انحراف معیار سن 59/85 ± 11/89 :سال)
با استفاده از روش نمونهگیری غیراحتمالی در این مطالعهی مقطعی غیرتجربی شرکت کردند .مهارتهای دستی درشت و ظریف به
ترتیب با استفاده از پرسشنام ه  Box and Block Testو  Nine Hole Peg Testو معیارهای کینماتیک دراز کردن دست و گرفتن
(شامل زمان حرکت نرماالیز شده ،حداکثر سرعت ،حداکثر باز شدن دست و درصد زمانی حداکثر باز شدن دست) در دست اکثر مبتالیان
ارزیابی شد.

کلیدواژهها:

مهارت دستی ،دراز
کردن دست و گرفتن،
معیارهای کینماتیک،
بیماری پارکینسون

یافتهها نتایج ارتباط معنادار متوسطی را بین معیارهای کینماتیک دراز کردن دست (یعنی زمان حرکت نرماالیز شده و حداکثر سرعت)
و هر دو مهارت دستی درشت و ظریف ارزیابی شده با  )P=0/000( TBBو  )P=0/000( TPHNنشان داد .با این وجود ،ارتباط معناداری
بین معیارهای کینماتیک گرفتن (یعنی حداکثر باز شدن دست و درصد زمانی حداکثر باز شدن دست) و مهارت های دستی درشت اندازه
گیری شده با  )P> 0/05( BBTو مهارت های دستی ظریف ارزیابی شده با  )P> 0/05( TPHNوجود نداشت.

نتیجهگیری این مطالعه عدم وجود ارتباط و ارتباط متوسط ،بین معیارهای کینماتیک دراز کردن دست و گرفتن و معیارهای بالینی
مهارت های دستی درشت و ظریف در بیماران مبتال به پارکینسون را نشان داد که حاکی از اهمیت ارزیابی چندسطحی با استفاده از هر
دو معیارهای بالینی و کینماتیک در ارزیابی عملکرد اندام فوقانی در بیماران مبتال به پارکینسون است.
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